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Abstrat
The ROOTED MAXIMUM LEAF OUTBRANCHING problem onsists
in nding a spanning direted tree rooted at some presribed vertex of a
digraph with the maximum number of leaves. Its parameterized version
asks if there exists suh a tree with at least k leaves. We use the notion of
s − t numbering studied in [18℄, [5℄, [19℄ to exhibit ombinatorial bounds
on the existene of spanning direted trees with many leaves. These om-
binatorial bounds allow us to produe a onstant fator approximation
algorithm for nding direted trees with many leaves, whereas the best
known approximation algorithm has a
√
OPT -fator [10℄. We also show
that ROOTED MAXIMUM LEAF OUTBRANCHING admits a quadrati
kernel, improving over the ubi kernel given by Fernau et al [12℄.
1 Introdution
An outbranhing of a digraph D is a spanning direted tree in D. We onsider
the following problem:
ROOTED MAXIMUM LEAF OUTBRANCHING:
Input: A digraph D, an integer k, a vertex r of D.
Output: TRUE if there is an outbranhing of D rooted at r with at least
k leaves, otherwise FALSE.
This problem is equivalent to nding a Conneted Dominating Set of size at
most |V (D)|−k, onneted meaning in this setting that every vertex is reahable
by a direted path from r. Indeed, the set of internal nodes in an outbranhing
orrespond to a onneted dominating set.
Finding undireted trees with many leaves has many appliations in the area
of ommuniation networks, see [7℄ or [23℄ for instane. An extensive litterature
is devoted to the paradigm of using a small onneted dominating set as a
bakbone for a ommuniation network.
ROOTED MAXIMUM LEAF OUTBRANCHING is NP-omplete, even restrited
to ayli digraphs [2℄, and MaxSNP-hard, even on undireted graphs [15℄.
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Two natural ways to takle suh a problem are, on the one hand, polynomial-
time approximation algorithms, and on the other hand, parameterized omplex-
ity. Let us give a brief introdution on the parameterized approah.
An eient way of dealing with NP-hard problems is to identify a parameter
whih ontains its omputational hardness. For instane, instead of asking for
a minimum vertex over in a graph - a lassial NP-hard optimization question
- one an ask for an algorithm whih would deide, in O(f(k).nd) time for some
xed d, if a graph of size n has a vertex over of size at most k. If suh an
algorithm exists, the problem is alled xed-parameter tratable, or FPT for
short. An extensive literature is devoted to FPT, the reader is invited to read
[9℄, [13℄ and [20℄.
Kernelization is a natural way of proving that a problem is FPT. Formally, a
kernelization algorithm reeives as input an instane (I, k) of the parameterized
problem, and outputs, in polynomial time in the size of the instane, another
instane (I ′, k′) suh that: k′ ≤ k, the size of I ′ only depends of k, and the
instanes (I, k) and (I ′, k′) are both true or both false.
The redued instane (I ′, k′) is alled a kernel. The existene of a kerneliza-
tion algorithm learly implies the FPT harater of the problem sine one an
kernelize the instane, and then solve the redued instane G′, k′ using brute
fore, hene giving an O(f(k) + nd) algorithm. A lassial result asserts that
being FPT is indeed equivalent to having kernelization. The drawbak of this
result is that the size of the redued instane G′ is not neessarily small with
respet to k. A muh more onstrained ondition is to be able to redue to
an instane of polynomial size in terms of k. Consequently, in the zoology
of parameterized problems, the rst distintion is done between three lasses:
W[1℄-hard, FPT, polykernel.
A kernelization algorithm an be used as a preproessing step to redue the
size of the instane before applying some other parameterized algorithm. Being
able to ensure that this kernel has atually polynomial size in k enhanes the
overall speed of the proess. See [16℄ for a reent review on kernelization.
An extensive litterature is devoted to nding trees with many leaves in undi-
reted and direted graphs. The undireted version of this problem, MAXIMUM
LEAF SPANNING TREE, has been extensively studied. There is a fator 2 ap-
proximation algorithm for the MAXIMUM LEAF SPANNING TREE problem [21℄,
and a 3.75k kernel [11℄. An O∗(1, 94n) exat algorithm was designed in [14℄.
Other graph theoretial results on the existene of trees with many leaves an
be found in [8℄ and [22℄.
The best approximation algorithm known for MAXIMUM LEAFOUTBRANCHING is
a fator
√
OPT algorithm [10℄. From the Parameterized Complexity viewpoint,
Alon et al showed that MAXIMUM LEAF OUTBRANCHING restrited to a wide
lass of digraphs ontaining all strongly onneted digraphs is FPT [1℄, and
Bonsma and Dorn extended this result to all digraphs and gave a faster pa-
rameterized algorithm [4℄. Very reently, Kneis, Langer and Rossmanith [17℄
obtained an O∗(4k) algorithm for MAXIMUM LEAF OUTBRANCHING, whih is
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also an improvement for the undireted ase over the numerous FPT algorithms
designed for MAXIMUM LEAF SPANNING TREE. Fernau et al [12℄ proved that
ROOTEDMAXIMUM LEAF OUTBRANCHING has a polynomial kernel, exhibiting
a ubi kernel. They also showed that the unrooted version of this problem ad-
mits no polynomial kernel, unless polynomial hierarhy ollapses to third level,
using a breakthrough lower bound result by Bodlaender et al [3℄. A linear ker-
nel for the ayli subase of ROOTED MAXIMUM LEAF OUTBRANCHING and
an O∗(3, 72k) algorithm for ROOTED MAXIMUM LEAF OUTBRANCHING were
exhibited in [6℄.
This paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2 we exhibit ombinatorial
bounds on the problem of nding an outbranhing with many leaves. We use
the notion of s− t numbering introdued in [18℄. We next present our redution
rules, whih are independent of the parameter, and in the following setion
we prove that these rules give a quadrati kernel. We nally present a onstant
fator approximation algorithm in Setion 5 for nding direted trees with many
leaves.
2 Combinatorial Bounds
Let D be a direted graph. For an ar (u, v) in D, we say that u is an in-
neighbour of v, that v is an outneighbour of u, that (u, v) is an in-ar of v and
an out-ar of u. The outdegree of a vertex is the number of its outneighbours,
and its indegree is the number of its in-neighbours. An outbranhing with a
maximum number of leaves is said to be optimal. Let us denote by maxleaf(D)
the number of leaves in an optimal outbranhing of D.
Without loss of generality, we restrit ourselves to the following. We ex-
lusively onsider loopless digraphs with a distinguished vertex of indegree 0,
denoted by r. We assume that there is no ar (u, r) in D with u ∈ V (D), and
no ar (x, y) with x 6= r and y an outneighbour of r, and that r has outdegree
at least 2. Throughout this paper, we all suh a digraph a rooted digraph.
Denitions will be made exlusively with respet to rooted digraphs, hene the
notions we present, like onnetivity and resulting onepts, do slightly dier
from standard ones. Let D be a rooted digraph with a speied vertex r.
The rooted digraph D is onneted if every vertex of D is reahable by a
direted path rooted at r in D. A ut of D is a set S ⊆ V (D) − r suh that
there exists a vertex z /∈ S endpoint of no direted path from r in D − S. We
say that D is 2-onneted if D has no ut of size at most 1. A ut of size
1 is alled a utvertex. Equivalently, a rooted digraph is 2-onneted if there
are two internally vertex-disjoint paths from r to any vertex besides r and its
outneighbours.
We will show that the notion of s− t numbering behaves well with respet to
outbranhings with many leaves. It has been introdued in [18℄ for 2-onneted
undireted graphs, and generalized in [5℄ by Cheriyan and Reif for digraphs
whih are 2-onneted in the usual sense. We adapt it in the ontext of rooted
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digraphs.
Let D be a 2-onneted rooted digraph. An r − r numbering of D is a
linear ordering σ of V (D) − r suh that, for every vertex x 6= r, either x is
an outneighbour of r or there exist two in-neighbours u and v of x suh that
σ(u) < σ(x) < σ(v). An equivalent presentation of an r − r numbering of
D is an injetive embedding f of the graph D where r has been dupliated
into two verties r1 and r2, into the [0, 1]-segment of the real line, suh that
f(r1) = 0, f(r2) = 1, and suh that the image by f of every vertex besides r1
and r2 lies inside the onvex hull of the images of its in-neighbours. Suh onvex
embeddings have been dened and studied in general dimension by Lovász, Linial
and Wigderson in [19℄ for undireted graphs, and in [5℄ for direted graphs.
Given a linear order σ on a nite set V , we denote by σ¯ the linear order on
V whih is the reverse of σ. An ar uv of D is a forward ar if u = r or if u
appears before v in σ; uv is a bakward ar if u = r or if u appears after v in σ.
A spanning out-tree T is forward if all its ars are forward. Similar denition
for bakward out-tree.
The following result and proof is just an adapted version of [5℄, given here
for the sake of ompleteness.
Lemma 1 Let D be a 2-onneted rooted digraph. There exists an r − r num-
bering of D.
Proof : By indution over D. We rst redue to the ase where the indegree of
every vertex besides r is exatly 2. Let x be a vertex of indegree at least 3 in
D. Let us show that there exists an in-neighbour y of x suh that the rooted
digraph D − (y, x) is 2-onneted. Indeed, there exist two internally vertex
disjoint paths from r to x. Consider suh two paths interseting N−(x) only
one eah, and denote by D′ the rooted digraph obtained from D by removing
one ar (y, x) not involved in these two paths. There are two internally disjoint
paths from r to x in D′. Consider z ∈ V (D)− r − x. Assume by ontradition
that there exists a vertex t whih uts z from r in D′. As t does not ut z from
r in D and the ar (y, x) alone is missing in D′, t must ut x and not y from r
in D′. Whih is a ontradition, as there are two internally disjoint paths from
r to x in D′. By indution, D′ has an r − r numbering, whih is also an r − r
numbering for D.
Hene, let D be a rooted digraph, where every vertex besides r has indegree
2. As r has indegree 0, there exists a vertex v with outdegree at most 1 in D
by a ounting argument. If v has outdegree 0, then let σ be an r− r numbering
of D − v, let u1 and u2 be the two in-neighbours of v. Insert v between u1 and
u2 in σ to obtain an r − r numbering of D. Assume now that v has a single
outneighbour u. Let w be the seond in-neighbour of u. Let D′ be the graph
obtained from D by ontrating the ar (v, u) into a single vertex uv. As D′ is
2-onneted, onsider by indution an r − r numbering σ of D′. Replae uv by
u. It is now possible to insert v between its two in-neighbours in order to make
it so that u lies between v and w. Indeed, assume without loss of generality
that w is after uv in σ. Consider the smallest in-neighbour t of v in σ. As σ
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is an r − r numbering of D′, t lies before uv in σ. We insert v just after t to
obtain an r − r numbering of D. 
Note that an r − r numbering σ of D naturally gives two ayli overing
subdigraphs of D, the rooted digraph D|σ onsisting of the forward ars of
D, and the rooted digraph D|σ¯ onsisting of the bakward ars of D. The
intersetion of these two ayli digraphs is the set of out-ars of r.
Corollary 1 Let D be a 2-onneted rooted digraph. There exists an ayli
onneted spanning subdigraph A of D whih ontains at least half of the ars
of D − r.
Let G be an undireted graph. A vertex over of G is a set of verties overing
all edges of G. A dominating set of G is a set S ⊆ V suh that for every vertex
x /∈ S, x has a neighbour in S. A strongly dominating set of G is a set S ⊆ V
suh that every vertex has a neighbour in S.
Let D be a rooted digraph. A strongly dominating set of D is a set S ⊆ V
suh that every vertex besides r has an in-neighbour in S. We need the following
folklore result:
Lemma 2 Any undireted graph G on n verties and m ars has a vertex over
of size
n+m
3 .
Proof : By indution on n +m. If there exists a vertex of degree at least 2 in
G, hoose it in the vertex over, otherwise hoose any non-isolated vertex. 
Lemma 3 Let G be a bipartite graph over A∪B, with d(a) = 2 for every a ∈ A.
There exists a subset of B dominating A with size at most |A|+|B|3 .
Proof : Let G′ be the graph whih vertex set is B, and where (b, b′) is an ar if b
and b′ share a ommon neighbour in A. The result follows from Lemma 2 sine
G′ has |A| ars and |B| verties. 
Corollary 2 Let D be an ayli rooted digraph with l verties of indegree at
least 2 and with a root of outdegree d(r) ≥ 2. Then D has an outbranhing with
at least
l+d(r)−1
3 + 1 leaves.
Proof : Denote by n the number of verties of D. For every vertex v of indegree
at least 3, delete inoming ars until v has indegree exatly 2. Sine D is ayli,
it has a sink s.
Let Z be the set of verties of indegree 1 in D, of size n − 1 − l. Let Y
be the set of in-neighbours of verties of Z, of size at most n − 1 − l. Let A′
be the set of verties of indegree 2 dominated by Y . Let B = V (D) − Y − s.
Let A be the set of verties of indegree 2 not dominated by Y . Note that Y
annot have the same size as Z ∪ A′. Indeed, Z ontains the outneighbours
of r, and hene Y ontains r, whih has outdegree at least 2. More preisely,
|Y |+ d(r) − 1 ≤ |Z ∪ A′|. As B = V (D)− Y − s and A = V (D) −A′ − Z − r,
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Figure 1: The "boloney" graph D6
we have that |B| ≥ |A|+ d(r)− 1. Moreover, as Y has size at most n− 1− l, we
have that |B| ≥ l. Consider a opy A1 of A and a opy B1 of B. Let G be the
bipartite graph with vertex bipartition (A1, B1), and where (b, a), with a ∈ A1
and b ∈ B1, is an edge if (b, a) is an ar in D. By Lemma 3 applied to G, there
exists a set X ⊆ B of size at most |A|+|B|3 ≤ 2|B|−(d(r)−1)3 whih dominates A in
D. The set C = X ∪Y strongly dominates V (D)− r in D, and has size at most
|X |+ |Y | ≤ 2|B|−(d(r)−1)3 + |Y | = |B| + |Y | − |B|+d(r)−13 . As |Y |+ |B| = n − 1
and |B| ≥ l, this yields |X ∪ Y | ≤ n − 1 − l+d(r)−13 . As D is ayli, any set
strongly dominating V − r ontains r and is a onneted dominating set. Hene
there exists an outbranhing T of D having a subset of C as internal verties.
T has at least l+d(r)−13 + 1 leaves.

This bound is tight up to one leaf. The rooted digraph Dk depited in
Figure 1 is 2-onneted, has 3k − 2 verties of indegree at least 2, d(r) = 3 and
maxleaf(Dk) = k + 2.
Finally, the following ombinatorial bound is obtained:
Theorem 1 Let D be a 2-onneted rooted digraph with l verties of indegree
at least 3. Then maxleaf(D) ≥ l6 .
Proof : Apply Corollary 2 to the rooted digraph with the larger number of ver-
ties of indegree 2 among Dσ and Dσ¯. 
An ar is simple if does not belong to a 2-iruit. A vertex v is nie if it is
inident to a simple in-ar.
The seond ombinatorial bound is the following:
Theorem 2 Let D be 2-onneted rooted digraph. Assume that D has l nie
verties. Then D has an outbranhing with at least l24 leaves.
Proof : By Lemma 1, we onsider an r − r numbering σ of D. For every nie
vertex v (inident to some in-ar a) with indegree at least three, delete inoming
ars of v dierent from a until v has only one inoming forward ar and one
inoming bakward ar. For every other vertex of indegree at least 3 in D, delete
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inoming ars of v until v has only one inoming forward ar and one inoming
bakward ar. At the end of this proess, σ is still an r − r numbering of the
digraph D, and the number of nie verties has not dereased.
Denote by Tf the set of forward ars of D, and by Tb the set of bakward
ars of D. As σ is an r − r numbering of D, Tf and Tb are spanning trees of D
whih partition the ars of D − r.
The ruial denition is the following: say that an ar uv of Tf (resp. of
Tb), with u 6= r, is transverse if u and v are inomparable in Tb (resp. in Tf ),
that is if v is not an anestor of u in Tb (resp. in Tf ). Observe that u annot be
an anestor of v in Tb (resp. in Tf ) sine Tb is bakward (resp. Tf is forward)
while uv is forward (resp. bakward) and u 6= r.
Assume without loss of generality that Tf ontains more transverse ars than
Tb. Consider now any planar drawing of the rooted tree Tb. We will make use
of this drawing to dene the following: if two verties u and v are inomparable
in Tb, then one of these verties is to the left of the other, with respet to our
drawing. Hene, we an partition the transverse ars of Tf into two subsets:
the set Sl of transverse ars uv for whih v is to the left of u, and the set Sr
of transverse ars uv for whih v is to the right of u. Assume without loss of
generality that |Sl| ≥ |Sr|.
The digraph Tb ∪ Sl is an ayli digraph by denition of Sl. Moreover, it
has |Sl| verties of indegree two sine the heads of the ars of |Sl| are pairwise
distint. Hene, by Corollary 2, Tb ∪ Sl has an outbranhing with at least
|Sl|+d(r)−1
3 + 1 leaves, hene so does D.
We now give a lower bound on the number of transverse ars in D to bound
|Sl|. Consider a nie vertex v in D, whih is not an outneighbour of r, and with
a simple in-ar uv belonging to, say, Tf . If uv is not a transverse ar, then v is
an anestor of u in Tb. Let w be the outneighbor of v on the path from v to u
in Tb. Sine uv is simple, the vertex w is distint from u. No path in Tf goes
from w to v, hene vw is a transverse ar. Therefore, we proved that v (and
hene every nie vertex) is inident to a transverse ar (either an in-ar, or an
out-ar). Thus there are at least
l−d(r)
2 transverse ars in D.
Finally, there are at least
l−d(r)
4 transverse ars in Tf , and thus |Sl| ≥ l−d(r)8 .
In all, D has an outbranhing with at least l24 leaves.
As a orollary, the following result holds for oriented graphs (digraphs with
no 2-iruit):
Corollary 3 Every 2-onneted rooted oriented graph on n verties has an out-
branhing with at least
n−1
24 leaves.
3 Redution Rules
We say that P = {x1, . . . , xl}, with l ≥ 3, is a bipath of length l − 1 if the
set of ars adjaent to {x2, . . . , xl−1} in D is exatly {(xi, xi+1), (xi+1, xi)|i ∈
{1, . . . , l − 1}}.
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To exhibit a quadrati kernel for ROOTEDMAXIMUM LEAFOUTBRANCHING,
we use the following four redution rules:
(0) If there exists a vertex not reahable from r in D, then redue to a trivially
FALSE instane.
(1) Let x be a utvertex of D. Delete vertex x and add an ar (v, z) for every
v ∈ N−(x) and z ∈ N+(x) − v.
(2) Let P be a bipath of length 4. Contrat two onseutive internal verties
of P .
(3) Let x be a vertex of D. If there exists y ∈ N−(x) suh that N−(x) − y
uts y from r, then delete the ar (y, x).
Note that these redution rules are not parameter dependent. Rule (0) only
needs to be applied one.
Observation 1 Let S be a utset of a rooted digraph D. Let T be an outbranh-
ing of D. There exists a vertex in S whih is not a leaf in T .
Lemma 4 The above redution rules are safe and an be heked and applied
in polynomial time.
Proof :
(0) Reahability an be tested in linear time.
(1) Let x be a utvertex ofD. LetD′ be the graph obtained fromD by deleting
vertex x and adding an ar (v, z) for every v ∈ N−(x) and z ∈ N+(x)− v.
Let us show that maxleaf(D) =maxleaf(D′). Assume T is an outbranhing
of D rooted at r with k leaves. By Observation 1, x is not a leaf of T .
Let f(x) be the father of x in T . Let T ′ be the tree obtained from T by
ontrating x and f(x). T ′ is an outbranhing of D′ rooted at r with k
leaves.
Let T ′ be an outbranhing of D′ rooted at r with k leaves. N−(x) is a ut
in D′, hene by Observation 1 there is a non-empty olletion of verties
y1, . . . , yl ∈ N−(x) whih are not leaves in T ′. Choose yi suh that yj is
not an anestor of yi for every j ∈ {1, . . . , l} − {i}. Let T be the graph
obtained from T ′ by adding x as an isolated vertex, adding the ar (yi, x),
and for every j ∈ {1, . . . , l}, for every ar (yj , z) ∈ T with z ∈ N+(x),
delete the ar (yj , z) and add the ar (x, z). As yi is not reahable in T
′
from any vertex y ∈ N−(x) − yi, there is no yle in T . Hene T is an
outbranhing of D rooted at r with at least k leaves. Moreover, deiding
the existene of a ut vertex and nding one if suh exists an be done in
polynomial time.
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(2) Let P be a bipath of length 4. Let u, x, y, z and t be the verties of P in
this onseutive order. Let D′ be the rooted digraph obtained from D by
ontrating x and y. Let T be an outbranhing of D. Let T ′ be the rooted
digraph obtained from T by ontrating y with its father in T . T ′ is an
outbranhing of D′ with as many leaves as T . Let T ′ be an outbranhing
of D′. If the father of xy in T ′ is z, then T ′− (z, xy)∪ (z, y)∪ (y, x) is an
outbranhing of D with at least as many leaves as T ′. If the father of xy
in T ′ is u, then T ′ − (u, xy) ∪ (u, x) ∪ (x, y) is an outbranhing of D with
at least as many leaves as T ′.
(3) Let x be a vertex ofD. Let y ∈ N−(x) be a vertex suh thatN−(x)−y uts
y from r. Let D′ be the rooted digraph obtained from T by deleting the
ar (y, x). Every outbranhing of D′ is an outbranhing of D. Let T be an
outbranhing of D ontaining (y, x). There exists a vertex z ∈ N−(x)− y
whih is an anestor of x. Thus T − (y, x) ∪ (z, x) is an outbranhing of
D′ with at least as many leaves as T .

We apply these rules iteratively until reahing a redued instane, on whih
none an be applied.
Lemma 5 Let D be a redued rooted digraph with a vertex of indegree at least
k. Then D is a TRUE instane.
Proof : Assume x is a vertex of D with in-neighbourhood N−(x) = {u1, . . . , ul},
with l ≥ k. For every i ∈ {1, . . . , l}, N−(x) − ui does not ut ui from r. Thus
there exists a path Pi from r to ui outside N
−(x) − ui. The rooted digraph
D′ = ∪i∈{1,...,l}Pi is onneted, and for every i ∈ {1, . . . , l}, ui has outdegree
0 in D′. Thus D′ has an outbranhing with at least k leaves, and suh an
outbranhing an be extended into an outbranhing of D with at least as many
leaves. 
4 Quadrati kernel
In this setion and the following, a vertex of a 2-onneted rooted digraph D is
said to be speial if it has indegree at least 3 or if one of its inoming ars is
simple. A non speial vertex is a vertex u whih has exatly two in-neighbours,
whih are also outneighbours of u. A weak bipath is a maximal onneted set of
non speial verties. If P = {x1, . . . , xl} is a weak bipath, then the in-neighbours
of xi, for i = 2, . . . , l − 1 in D are exatly xi−1 and xi+1. Moreover, x1 and xl
are eah outneighbour of a speial vertex. Denote by s(P ) the in-neighbour of
x1 whih is a speial vertex.
This setion is dediated to the proof of the following statement:
Theorem 3 A digraph D of size at least (3k − 2)(30k − 2) redued under the
redution rules of previous setion has an outbranhing with at least k leaves.
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Proof : By Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, if there are at least 6k + 24k − 1
speial verties, then D has an outbranhing with at least k leaves. Assume
that there are at most 30k − 2 speial verties in D.
As D is redued under Rule (2), there is no bipath of length 4. We an
assoiate to every weak bipath B of D of length t a set AB of ⌈t/3⌉ out-
ars toward speial verties. Indeed, let P = (x1, . . . , xl) be a weak bipath
of D. For every three onseutive verties xi, xi+1, xi+2 of P , 2 ≤ i ≤ l − 3,
(xi−1, xi, xi+1, xi+2, xi+3) is not a bipath by Rule (2), hene there exists an ar
(xj , z) with j = i, i+1 or i+2 and z /∈ P . Moreover z must be a speial vertex
as ars between non-speial verties lie within their own weak bipath. The set
of these ars (xj , z) has the presribed size.
By Lemma 5, any vertex in D has indegree at most k − 1 as D is redued
under Rule (3), hene there are at most 3(k − 1)(30k − 2) non speial verties
in D. 
To sum up, the kernelization algorithm is as follows: starting from a rooted
digraph D, apply the redution rules. Let D′ be the obtained redued rooted
digraph. If D has size more than (3k − 2)(30k − 2), then redue to a trivially
TRUE instane. Otherwise, D′ is an instane equivalent to D of size quadrati
in k.
Our analysis for this quadrati kernel for ROOTEDMAXIMUM LEAFOUTBRANCHING
is atually tight up to a onstant fator. Indeed, the following graph Tl is re-
dued under the redution rules stated on Setion 3 and has a number of ver-
ties quadrati in its maximal number of leaves. Let V = {vi,j |i = 1, . . . , l,
j = 1, . . . , 3(l − 1)}. For every i = 1, . . . , l, (r, vi,1) is an ar of T . For ev-
ery j = 1, . . . , 3l − 2, i = 1, . . . , l, (vi,j , vi,j+1) is a 2-iruit of Tl. For every
i = 1, . . . , l, (vi,3l−1, vi+1[l],3l−1) is an ar of Tl. For every t = 1, . . . , l − 1,
i = 1, . . . , l, (vi,3t, vi+t[l],1) is an ar of Tl. This digraph Tl is redued under
the redution rules of Setion 3, and maxleaf(Tl) = 2(l − 1). Finally, Tl has
3l(l− 1) + 1 verties.
Note that this graph has many 2-iruits. We are not able to deal with
them with respet to kernelization. For the approximation on the ontrary, we
are able to deal with the 2-iruits to produe a onstant fator approximation
algorithm.
5 Approximation
Let us rst point out that the redution rules desribed in Setion 4 diretly give
an approximation algorithm asymptotially as good as the best known approxi-
mation algorithm [10℄. Indeed, as these rules are independant of the parameter,
and as our proof of the existene of a solution of size k when the redued graph
has size more than 3(k − 1)(30k − 2) is ontrutive, this yields a O(
√
OPT )
approximation algorithm. Let us sketh this approximation algorithm. Start by
applying the redution rules desribed in Setion 4 to the input rooted digraph.
This does not hange the value of the problem. Let m be the size of the redued
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graph. Exhibit an outbranhing with at least
√
m
90 leaves as in the proof of
Theorem 3. Finally, undo the sequene of ontrations yield by the appliation
of redution rules at the start of the algorithm, repairing the tree as in the proof
of Lemma 4. The tree thus obtained has at least
√
m
90 leaves, while the tree
with maximum number of leaves in the input graph has at most m− 1 leaves.
Thus this algorithm is an O(
√
OPT ) approximation algorithm.
Let us desribe now our onstant fator approximation algorithm for ROOTED
MAXIMUM LEAF OUTBRANCHING, being understood that this also gives an ap-
proximation algorithm of the same fator for MAXIMUM LEAFOUTBRANCHING as
well as for nding an out-tree (not neessarily spanning) with many leaves in a
digraph.
Given a rooted digraph D′′, apply exhaustively Rule (1) of Setion 3. The
resulting rooted digraph D is 2-onneted. By Lemma 4, maxleaf(D′′) =
maxleaf(D).
Let us denote by Dns the digraph D restrited to non speial verties. Reall
that Dns is a dijoint union of bipaths, whih we all non speial omponents. A
vertex of outdegree 1 in Dns is alled an end. Eah end has exatly one speial
vertex as an in-neighbour in D.
Theorem 4 Let D be a 2-onneted rooted digraph with l speial verties and
h non speial omponents. Then max( l30 , h− l) ≤ maxleaf(D) ≤ l + 2h.
Proof : The upper bound is lear, as at most two verties in a given non speial
omponent an be leaves of a given outbranhing. The rst term of the lower
bound omes from Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. To establish the seond term,
onsider the digraph D′ whih verties are the speial verties of D and r. For
every non speial omponent of D, add an edge in D′ between the speial in-
neighbours of its two ends. Consider an outbranhing of D′ rooted at r. This
outbranhing uses l − 1 edges in D′, and diretly orresponds to an out-tree T
in D. Extend T into an outbranhing T˜ of D. Every non speial omponent
whih is not used in T ontributes to at least a leaf in T˜ , whih onludes the
proof. 
Consider the best of the three outbranhings of D obtained in polynomial
time by Theorem 1, Theorem 2 and Theorem 4. This outbranhing has at least
max( l30 , h − l) leaves. The worst ase is when l30 = h − l. In this ase, the
upper bound beomes:
92l
30 , hene we have a fator 92 approximation algorithm
for ROOTED MAXIMUM LEAF OUTBRANCHING.
6 Conlusion
We have given a quadrati kernel and a onstant fator approximation algorithm
for ROOTED MAXIMUM LEAF OUTBRANCHING: reduing the gap between the
problem of nding trees with many leaves in undireted and direted graphs.
MAXIMUM LEAF SPANNING TREE has a fator 2 approximation algorithm, and
ROOTED MAXIMUM LEAF OUTBRANCHING now has a fator 92 approximation
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algorithm. Reduing this 92 fator into a small onstant is one hallenge. The
gap now essentially lies in the fat that MAXIMUM LEAF SPANNING TREE has a
linear kernel while ROOTED MAXIMUM LEAF OUTBRANCHING has a quadrati
kernel. Deiding whether ROOTED MAXIMUM LEAF OUTBRANCHING has a
linear kernel is a hallenging question. Whether long paths made of 2-iruits
an be dealt with or not might be key to this respet.
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